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ESSAYS AND ESSAYISTS.

0 DIEU DE VERITE.

We are all essay writers. The customs of college life force it upon us. The tired mind in vain
seeks repose from the oft repeated call, and
moans "peace, peace," but there is no peace.
The lofty Senior struggles mightily with vague
conceptions and theories of mental and moral philosophy, while the more youthful genius grows
eloquent over the characteristic propensities of
the mule, or the utility of the steam engine. But
although essay writing is unpopular, as a rule,
with students, yet it is one of the most important
agencies in strengthening and culturing the mind.
In the class-room we are drilled mainly in facts
and data. There we lay the foundation stones,
learn to -think and become acquainted with the
rules for acquiring knowledge. But facts are
simply tools to be used in the field of thought,
theory and investigation. The class-room is the
nursery of knowledge ; culture can only be obtained from independent thought. Knowledge
is -fact ; culture is thought. Knowledge is acquired ; culture is the emanating of ideas. Essay writing is, therefore, an important means of
cultivating the mind, insomuch as the thought
expressed is more or less original. To a refractory or ill-governed mind the task of writing an
essay is burdensome. The habit of stating
thoughts fully and accurately has not been
formed. Skill in connecting different topics is
not yet acquired. Essay writing is a science,
and can be mastered only by practice. A student may be able to translate a difficult passage
in Greek, to explain a subtle theory in science,
or go through the analysis of an intricate mathematical problem, and yet be unable to write a
creditable essay. Essay writing is thus an important and distinct part of college work. But it

(TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH.)

O God of truth, for whom I sigh,
Knit thou my heart by strong sweet cords to
thee.
I tire of hearing, books my patience try;
Untired to thee I fly,
Thyself my all shall be!
Speak thou alone ! for me nor human lore
Nor human sage shall now expound thy word
Let creatures hold their peace and thee adore,
Let voice of man no more
But only thine be heard !
Lord, be thou near and cheer my lonely way ;
With thy sweet peace my aching bosom fill,
Scatter my cares and fears, my griefs allay,
And be it mine each day
To love and please thee still !
My God, thou hearest me; but clouds obscure
E'en yet thy perfect radiance, truth divine.
Oh for the stainless skies, the splendor pure,
The joys that aye endures
Where thine own glories shine!
THE WAY.

First find the truth. and then,
Although she strays
From beaten paths of men
To untrod ways,
Her leading follow straight,
And bide thy fate ;
And whether smiles or scorn
Thy passing greet,
Or find'st thou flower or thorn,
Beneath thy feet,
Fare on! nor fear thy fate
At Heaven's gate.—Scribner.
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is far from being reduced to a science. The
shiftless and haphazard method which so many
employ in preparing their articles is something
that should be censured and remedied. The notion
that an essay is a mass of words promiscuously
peppered with ideas, seems to have gained credence -with some. But, on the contrary, there
should be system in the preparation. The writer
should have a good understanding of his subject.
This can be obtained by previous reading and
meditation. Here considerable tact can be employed in seizing upon the most vital points from
the confused mass of material, and casting aside
the less important. There should be a clear perception of the course of thought to be pursued.
A person in writing an essay or oration should
have marked out a distinct line of thought. The
jumbled jargon of some worse confused brain
owes its character to the want of system in its
preparation. Isolated thoughts may be good
enough in themselves, but when put together to
form a whole, make poor poetry. The language
used should be a special object of study. Many
beautiful thoughts have been spoiled in their expression. The loose way of using words to convey meaning is a source of great trouble. Language at best is ambiguous. We often mean different things when using the same phrases. But
if every expression be clear cut and concise,
many of these difficulties can be avoided.
Smoothness :of style is considered by some to be
the great object to be attained. But the strong
and startling sentences of a Carlyle are often to
be preferred. The style of composition, however,
ought to be governed by the subject treated, and
the course of thought pursued. There is a class
Of writers who purposely try to mystify in order
that they may seem profound ; but the world is
fast learning that the deepest men express themselves the clearest, and that perplexing language
is only an index to confused ideas. An essay
ought to he made as interesting as possible. A
dry statement of facts soon becomes tiresome.
To state commonly accepted truths requires little
ability, but the faculty of drawing conclusions
and forming theories is proof of intellect. An es-

say should be complete in itself. Each topic introduced should be considered as fully as possible. The constant shifting from one topic to another, leaving each incomplete, is calculated to
destroy whatever of beauty there may have been
in the production. To write with ease and grace
is an acquirement that should be sought by every college student. How many go from our
colleges and universities every year incapable of
writing their commencement orations. They
have neglected to cultivate their minds in original thinking, and are unable to express intelligibly what ideas they may possess. Let us, as students, endeavor to raise the standard of our
essays to higher ground. Let it be our ambition
that each one be more perfect than its predecessor. In this way we will benefit ourselves and
reflect credit upon our college. With nearly two
hundred and fifty persons constantly drawing
upon the fund of subjects, it is not strange that
there is often much difficulty in lighting upon
one that has not already been exhausted. But
the field of human thought is wide and extended,
and the ever changing scenes of life ought to afford abundant material for fresh and pertinent
productions.
W. C. W.
CHARACTER IS THE MEASURE OF
SUCCESS.
The accomplishment of the special purpose of
an enterprise is its success, and whatever else
may be the incidental results, and however desirable or worthy such results may be, if the
specific end has not been gained, an enterprise
can not properly be said to have been a success.
Any undertaking has for its object the doing of
that which, under the given circumstances, seems
most desirable or necessary. A young man enters the College with a view of completing the
course, because it seems necessary, or at least
most desirable, for the prosperous pursuit of his
chosen work, that he obtain the effectual training
and thorough culture of such a course of study.
If such training and culture have been gained
the four years of study may be said to have been
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successfully completed. But whatever honors or
distinctions he may have gained, or however
pleasantly he may have passed the years, if those
definite objects, for the attainment of which the
work was begun, have not been reached, the college life cannot correctly be called a successful
one. The same broad principles which regulate
the prosperous issue of any minor undertaking,
also control the course and destiny of that infinitely greatest of all enterprises—life—the enterprise which has a beginning, but no ending, and
upon which hang interests far greater than the
limited powers of him who commences this gigantic scheme, can comprehend. This was called
the enterprise, having a beginning but no ending,
because, though the instrument which life uses in
its connection with matters perishes, life itself
does not. It is the policy of wisdom to sacrifice
a lesser for a greater good, and this is a principle
which is especially emphasized and enforced by
the doctrines of Christianity. Whatever may
have been the ideas of the pagan world on this
point, it is the verdict of the Christian world that,
to judge of the life's success of any man, it must
be asked not so much, What has he done ? as
What has he himself become ? What has been
the influence of his life upon himself? Indeed it
may be called a success, and so it is, when the
pauper boy becomes in the end the millionaire.
When the poor shepherd boy, drawing his flock
in the sands of the fields becomes a Giotto, and
is honored by kings and nobles, success is not inappropriately attributed to him. When the young
peasant rises from his humble position to a seat
on the bench of the Supreme Court, or in the
executive chair of his country, he, in one direction, at least has been successful. And the same
might be said of men under many other circumstances. It is a success, and often a very noble
one for a man to carry out to a prosperous and
worthy issue, any useful or desirable design, or to
accomplish any praiseworthy or beautiful deed.
The measure of the success must always depend
however on the genuine nobility and grandeur of
the work effected, of the deed done. In two
ways it may be said to be thus dependent : be-
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cause in and of itself a good deed is worthier and
greater than an evil one ; but more especially because the nobler it is, the more does it contribute
to that which is after all the real success of life—
the formation of a lofty and irreproachable character. However worthy all other successes may
be, this is the one most desirable. The great end
to be sought in life is character, and no matter
how much glittering gold has been heaped up,
no matter how much honor and applause have
been won, if this one thing is lost, all is lost.
And why is it so ? Because character is what
we are; the measure of our worth, the standard of
our excellence. Character is that which will
survive earth and time, and its final permanence
will be the unbending executive of our final destiny. All prosperity then is not success, but only
that which, in its nature and effect, casts its influence toward the development of our best
powers, to the ennobling of our permanent character.
C.
BE CONCISE.
To be able to utter one's thoughts clearly and
in good taste is one of the highest powers to
which man ever attains. It secures him an entrance into the best society, makes him a leader
of people, and causes him to stand, not before
mean men, but before kings. One class of people
cannot appreciate a noble thought expressed in
pleasant language ; another class, although they
do not write or speak their own thoughts, yet
they thoroughly enjoy the literary feasts prepared
by other men ; but it is left for the poet or master
in prose to bear away the praise of the multitude,
simply because he expresses great thoughts
clearly and agreeably. When it has been admitted by all that the art of expression is one of the
noblest arts, then the question comes, how can it
be attained ? It can be cultivated. It is not natural to all men, but few, indeed, cannot acquire
it by giving it diligent attention.
Mark the difference between two men : One
evidently thinks that it is the time to say something, and although he has not an idea to express,
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he will stand and occupy the time with words,
mere hollow words.
The other is a man of thought ; he has an idea
to express, and he clothes it in concise, suitable
language. Every time he speaks he means something, and he feels the worth of his thought
Such a man never fails to make an impression
upon the mind of others.
So here is the key to the "art of expression ;"
thought—not careless, lazy, dreamy musing, but
real, close, consecutive thought. Shakespeare
and Milton are sung by every tongue, for no
other reason than because they gave thought to
the world. The plain John Smith might easily
become a Dickens or a Thackeray, if he would
originate a little thought and present it. Nothing
is more wholesome than a good idea.
It is a common expression, "If I could only
find words to express my ideas, I could write as
well as any one." Nonsense ; if you could find
ideas to express your words, you would make a
writer. It is also a common thing among young
writers to measure their literary productions by
the pages they write, instead of by the ideas they
bring forward, and those who are compelled to
listen to them sigh when they have finished, and
think, with quaint Rowland Hill, "A river of
words for a spoonful of thought." This state of
things ought not to prevail, and it is the duty of
each one who speaks or writes to be really sure
that he has something to say, and then to say it
in the shortest, most concise and pleasant manner possible.
This age is too practical, and our lives are
too short, to spend the time in words without
thought.
IMPORTANCE OF CHARACTER FORMED AT COLLEGE.
There is an old adage which says, "The boy is
father of the man," and perhaps it is as true to say
that as the student is so will be the man. There
may be exceptions to this, as there arc to all
rules, but they are few and unimportant ; the

ready student may make an unsuccessful man,
the influential one may be lost to view in the
common multitude on leaving college, while
there are others who, though not the worst scholars, are by no means bright, nor is their position
a high one in college society, yet on entering into the active duties of life, they take a commanding position among their fellows.
These apparent exceptions may happen, but
so seldom that they but illumine the rule and
make it stand out with greater vividness. As a
man's reputation is in college, so will it be when
he takes his position in the world. Students
should remember this and ever keep in view the
fact that they are making a reputation now, not
only for the time they are in college, but for the
remainder of their life ; they are on a sort of probation and it will depend greatly on their conduct
during this probation whether they will be successful or not.
Many young men express by actions if not by
words, the belief that while they are within the
college walls they are in a manner hidden from
the world, and consider that they are out of the
reach of public opinion ; that after leaving college they can make up what they have lost, or
get rid of what they have gained that is undesirable by way of reputation. Never was there a
greater mistake. They are in a veritable focus
of observation; they stand plainly visible to
others in the light which their fellows cast around
them; at no other time of life are young men
watched so closely as during that period they
spend at college. The professors watch and
form an estimate, which from their influential
position in. society, is received as the true one,
and seldom it is that they make a mistake; fellow students incidentally watch and transmit
their conclusions to their friends ; opinions are
formed by all of these nor are they apt to be inaccurate.
It may be in a manner unjust, but it is none
the less true, that if a man has the reputation of
being conscientious and upright in his relations
with others, that reputation will tend always to
remain with him, though in after life he may for-
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feit his claim to it, and such a one will find it
much easier to start anew than many a more
worthy man. On the other hand and with as
much pertinacity will the opposite character
stick. If the student have a tendency to shirk
work, to skim over his lessons without mastering them ; if he show a disposition to use others
as tools for his own advancement, or iif he have
not a clear idea of the meaning of honor, or show
a disregard for truth, such will his reputation be
in after life. It will cling to him like pitch ; he
may attempt to wash it off, but like an acid it
will have burned indelibly into his nature, and
the scar will always remain. His motives will
ever be suspected.
We often hear persons wondering at the success of a certain man, and if asked the reason
why, they almost invariably go back to his college life as they knew it or as report gives it, and
say that while at college he did not apply himself
to his work, so that they do not see how he succeeds now.
Thus a student is not only preparing himself
for future activity, by storing up knowledge,
but he is also forming a character which will
have an incalculable power over his future,
moulding it either for good or evil. Now our
habits are being formed ; they will be good or
they will be bad as we will, and we are wholly
responsible for them; there is no such thing as
irresponsibility in this matter; the blame cannot
be cast on another ; we are free agents and must
decide whether a habit shall remain or not ; let
a few years pass and we are slaves to it, bound by
chains which are none the less strong because intangible.
Now our habits may be controlled ; shall we
basely give up the helm to them and allow ourselves to drift with every changing tide, or shall
we assert our superiority and stubbornly maintain it, placing our own hand on the rudder, and
guiding our vessel on the track chosen by ourselves ? It is for us to decide, and let us remember that we alone are responsible.
CRESCENT.
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THE ART OF TALKING.
In the art of talking there is included manner
as well as matter. Apart from that subtler and
rarer skill which invests nothing with a peculiar
grace, and gives to the most trifling sentences an
accent, a tone, an indescribable quality, that renders them fascinating, there is an attainable art in
delivery, a something to which ordinary mortals
can aspire, and which ordinary mortals do not
commonly possess. Good accent is, of course, a
primary necessity in pleasing delivery—accent
not so pronounced as to become manneristic,
and given with a fine quality of tone, so that,
while the meaning of the sentence is clearly and
distinctly chiseled, it comes tingling with pleasurable intonations. Low, smooth, easy, fluent,
but not rapid speech, uttered "trippingly" on the
tongue, without strain or effort, never loud, never
sharp, never coarsely emphatic, with a quiet, subdued earnestness—these are essential qualities of
And then there
delivery for good talking.
should be but little gesture. We once heard
Fitz-Greene Halleck say that English sentences
have no need of gesture, while with French it is
indispensable. Half a Frenchman's meaning is
in his gesticulation ; he talks with his head, with
his shoulders, with his elbows, with his hands—
with his whole body. But English, it was the
poet's opinion, has its sole value in emphasis ;
the voice can do all the work. When Macready
was in this country, he gave a reading of "Hamlet," which was specially noticeable for its almost
entire absence of gesture. He simply leaned upon the desk before him, and, in a dreamy, wrapt
way, let his emphasis enforce the meaning. In
all our public speakers there is a great and often
painful excess of gesture. They saw the air more
or less. Where gesture springs naturally from
the temperament of the speaker, it is well enough ;
but, whenever studied, whenever deliberated, on
the stage, on the platform, or in the parlor, it is
not within the scope of refined art. Pleasant
talkers will use their hands but little ; their skill
will consist of an utterance in which the quiet
and simple, and yet finished manner, will almost
transcend the interests of the matter.—Appkton's.
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have no care to spend their time in such a profitable employment as reading, or do they think instruction on such a subject unnecessary ? To say
the least, it does not speak well for their taste for
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SEVERAL prominent gentlemen have been invited by the President to lecture before the students during this term, two have already complied with the request, and have given lectures
that were doubtless enjoyed by all who heard
them. The first of the season was given by Rev.
Dr. Locke, of Canton, Ohio. His subject was
Cardinal Antonelli. The lecture, both for thought
and style of composition, was a 'masterly production, and gave a clear and acute analysis of the
character of the Prime Minister of Pius IX, as
well as liberal views of the Catholic question.
Dr. Vernon, of the Pittsburg Conference, lectured
on the evening of the 23d ult. on Books, their Use
and Abuse. The subject, which of course, is one
of interest to everyone who desires to make the
best use of books, was presented in a most attractive manner. The lecture contained many
useful suggestions and instructive hints. It is
not enough simply to read, but to know how
and what to read. This fact we presume from
the amount of light, trashy literature devoured by
some of our students, needs to be more fully appreciated among us. It is to be regretted that
so many of the students were not present to hear
the lecture. Can it be that those who stayed away

THERE seems to be a lot of individuals about,
whose supreme delight is to prowl around the
campus and the college buildings in the night
time, either for the purpose of committing depredations or playing practical jokes while sensible
people are supposed to be asleep. Whether they
are students or not we cannot positively say,
as we have not witnessed any of their nocturnal
meanderings ; but some of their tricks seem to
indicate that they are deeply concerned about
something that has reference to the college.
Whether they suppose it a joke to whitewash a
blackboard, or to carry off or displace various articles which have been put on the campus, (as
has already been done,) we cannot say, but we
cannot think that such deeds have been done
purely from malice. If they are intended for
jokes the best that can be said for them is that
they are disgracefully flat. They are entirely
wanting in anything that bears the slightest resemblance to fun or wit. We can scarcely recall
a single instance of a real sharp practical joke being played in the last six months. Perhaps the
perpetrators of these tricks do not stop to consider where there is any possibility of the joke
coming in. They doubtless persuade themselves
that it would be very funny to damage property,
forgetting, of course, that they themselves have
an interest in it. But other people fail to see in
what the joke consists. They simply stigmatize
the attempt as a silly piece of business that any
decent person ought to be ashamed to engage in,
and wonder that anybody of common sense could
see it in any different light. Now all we have to
say to those who delight in such nocturnal sports
is, for the sake of the reputation of students,
don't ! At least be sure you are sharp before
you go ahead.
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question of getting music for Commencement has again turned up. The Juniors think
that it will be useless for them to undertake to
collect money enough by the usual method to
meet the expense. The plan-of laying a general
assessment has become exceedingly unpopular,
and it is now proposed to leave the matter with
the Literary Societies and the Senior Class. The
Societies may not object to this arrangement ;
but the Seniors, seeing that it will make their
share of the burden great out of all proportion,
have decided to have nothing to do with it.
They are members of the Societies, and several
of them are officers of the Battalion, and consequently will be subject to three assessments.
When we recollect that there was a time when
the other clasases bore the entire expense without
creating any disturbance among the Senior
pocket-books, it looks as if things were turned
about. But there is a reason for this, as for everything. The contingent fee has been doubled
within the last few years, and that term has taken
on a very broad signification. The contingent
fund is applied to expenses that are no more contingent than that of Commencement music. It is
asked, and not without good reason, why is not
this expense paid from this fund ? The College
has as much interest in Commencement as the
students. Its entertainments reflect as much on
it as it does on them. Then should not the College authorities, in justice to the students, consider the expense of that occasion a contingent
expense of the institution, and make provision
accordingly ? It would certainly be no more
than just that that they should do so.
THE

THE Senior now begins to think that he can
see the end of all things recitative, and justly
feels that he is at last on the home stretch. Another short month will finish up the studies of
the course, and all that will then be left to do
will be the pleasant task of preparing his commencement oration. The vacation will in all
probability begin with the first of June as it did
last year. The custom of giving the Senior class
a vacation is one of recent date in our college,
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but it has always met with heart-felt approval by those who are to enjoy it. We have
heard of such a thing as Seniors objecting to a
vacation, but not here. Any one who has kept
up the required number of studies prescribed in
our course will welcome the ample leisure of a
month, and would not complain if it were even
longer. To some it will only be so much time
taken from the routine of study and recitation, to
employ it in work more suitable to their tastes.
The class however have several excursions in
view, among others a trip to Niagara Falls. It is
most probable that everyone will do as he sees
fit, with reference to the rest.
THIS is the year for the Quadrennial Alumni
Reunion. It is expected that the coming Commencement will be the occasion of an unusually
large ingathering of many who were once boys
under the care of our Alma Mater. The Committee of Arrangements, of which Col. John B.
Compton of this city is Chairman, have begun to
make ample preparations for the occasion, and
we do not doubt that they have it in mind to
make it one of the most interesting and delightful meetings of the kind that the Association has
ever held. The address will be delivered by
Hon. B. F. Martin, of West Virginia. We have
not yet been able to obtain a copy of the programme for the occasion, but it will appear in
our next issue. - Let all of the alumni and exstudents attend who can make arrangements to
do so.
WHY should we not have some sort of a glee
club ? This question is now beginning to be
passed around among some of the boys, who
would be expected to take a prominent part in
such an organization if it were once formed.
Why, we asked the same question three months
ago, but nobody as yet seems disposed to answer. The practice of making temporary arrangements for music at the public entertainments of the literary societies has shown very
plainly that we have the material to form a good
glee club out of. But all enthusiasm soon dies
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out, and then for weeks all that is heard is the

The authorities of Monmouth have been ofsqueaking of some instrument, or an occasion- fered $20,000 to abolish secret fraternities from
al camp meeting song. It would be fortu- the college. They have accepted the offer and
nate indeed if some leading spirit, or set of have begun the work of thinning out.
leading spirits had gumption enough to set the
The number of students in the Full Classical
ball a rolling; that is all that is wanting, a little Course enrolled this year in Freshman Class, in
more gumption.
Yale College, is, 166 ; in Amherst, 85 ; in Williams, 67; in Dartmouth, 62 ; in Colby, 51 ; in
EDUCATIONAL.
Brown, 45 ; in Bowdoin, 45 ; in Trinity, 29 ; in
Rochester, 28 ; in University of Vermont, 21 • in
Cornell is to have a "class pipe" to be handed Middlebury, 15 ; in Tufts, 13.
down by every graduating class to its successor.
Roberts College, at Constantinople, has r 18
Presidents Barnard, McCosh and Eliot are op- students left after the war, out of 23o. Among
posed to the proposition for a National linivs. -.T- its faculty is the Rev. A. L. Long, D. D., a gradsity. uate of our college. Its students represent fifIowa has 19 colleges, 204 professors, and 5,- teen different nationalities and almost as many
328 students, 8o per cent of whom are in prepar- religions. Fifteen ancient and modern languages
are taught. The library contains 6,000 volumes.
atory departments.
P
President Eliot, of Harvard, says : "Hazing,
President Anderson, of Rochester University,
has been in his chair longer than any other Col- rushing, secret societies, society initiations and
badges and other barbarities and puerilities
lege President in the country.
which still linger in most American Colleges are
Of the 375 members in both houses of Con- unknown at Oxford and Cambridge. The relagress, 191 are college men-96 of the 137 South- tions between students and teachers, undergradern, and 95 of the 238 from the North and West. uates and graduates and dons are unreserved and
The Biblical Institute of the North Western thoroughly friendly."
University needs $200,000 to keep it alive. An
Washington and Jefferson College, at Washagent will soon be appointed to raise the amount. ington, Pa., claims to be the oldest college west
At the University of Michigan the commence- of the Alleghenies. Its graduates number- 3,01 2,
ment appointments have been abolished. A lec- of whom 1,358 are ministers ; 686 lawyers ; 382
ture is to take the place of the speeches of the physicians ; Governors of States, 4; United States
Senators, 5; members of Congress, 47 ; college
graduating class.
presidents, 39 ; professors, 87. Among its alumni
A College of dental surgery is soon to be es- appear the names of Senators Blaine and Pattertablished in connection with the University of son, also Ex-Governor Hendricks, of Indiana.
Pennsylvania. The building and furniture will
Phi Beta Kappa was founded at William and
cost $50,000.
Mary ColLgc in 1776; Chi Phi at Princeton in
Some practical jokers at Cornell fired off a 1824 ; Alpha Delta Phi in 1832 ; Psi Upsilon in
cannon near one of the building. It exploded in 1833 ; Beta Theta Pi at Miami in 1839 ; Delta
the discharge, and $93.27 paid for broken glass Kappa Epsilon at Yale in 1844 ; Theta Delta Chi
and other repairs.
I at Union in 1844 ; Columbia in 1847 ; Zeta Psi at
The relative proportion of professors and stu- University of New York in 1847 ; Phi Delta
dents in the following colleges is, Amherst, 1:14; Theta at Miami in 1848 ; Phi Gamma Delta at
Hamilton, 1 : 1o; Lafayette, 1 :9.8; Rutgers, 1: 1 2 ; Jefferson in 1848; Phi Kappa Sigma at UniverColleges of City of New York, I : 12. sity of Pennsylvania in 1840 ; Phi Kappa Psi at
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Jefferson in 1848 ; Sigma Chi at Miami in 1855
Delta Tau Delta at Bethany in 1859; Alpha Tau
Omega at Richmond in 1865 ; Kappa Alpha
Theta (ladies fraternity) at Asbury in 187o.—College Transcript.

THE TABLE.
A nation without women might be called a
stag-nation.
Greenland has no cats Imagine a cat in a
country where the nights are six months long.—
Ex.
Irishman's cure for the toothache is to fill the
cavity with powder, put a slow match to it, and
then run.
"Does your wife play euchre ?" asked one. "No,"
replied the other, rubbing his head, "but she's
death on poker !" and smiled ghastfully.
A "Soph." being asked the origin of the word
. restaurant, replied. "It comes from res—a thing,
and taurus—a bull. A bully thing.—Ex.
In these blue ribbon times it ought not to be
forgotten that Richard III was in favor of a prohibitory law. He stopped King Henry's "bier."
"I'm saddest when I sing," said a Sunday
evening warbler. "So's the whole neighborhood !" roared an unmusical voice in the street.
Young lady to bashful Freshman, after a long
silence on the part of the latter : "Can't you
quit ?" "I ain't doing nothing." "Well, ain't
you going to ?"
Day before yesterday a man in New York
died so suddenly that the body was almost cold
before the distracted and grief-stricken relatives
found the will.—Ex.
They buried him darkly, at dead of night,
And without any pomp or pageant ;
As they shoveled him in they said, "All right,
He was only a lightning-rod agent."—Ex.
A watering place correspondent writes "that
many bathers bathe at the West End," whereupon Mrs. Partington says "she had an idea they
bathed all over."—Transcrzpt.
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The senior o'er the campus strolls,
And ponders every way,
How he may get the silver rolls
Commencement bills to pay.
—College Index.
"You are the most handsome lady I ever saw,"
said a student to one of the fair. "I wish I could
say as much of you," .replied the lady. "You
could, madame, if you paid as little regard to the
truth as I have."
A tramp called at a house in the suburbs the
other day and asked for something to eat. He
was so thin, he said, that when he had a pain
he couldn't tell whether it was a touch of the
colic or the backache.—Rochester Campus.
Some one asked the librarian if he had any of
George Eliot's works, and he replied : "George
Eliot, George Eliot, let me see. Is'nt he the
gentleman who wrote 'Helen's Babies ?' " Such
is the advantage of classical education.—Arid.
A distinguished Japanese traveler in this country writes home, "The chief branch of education
of young men here is rowing. The people have
large boat houses called 'colleges,' and the principal of these are Yale and Harvard."—Ex.
Fresh. who reads war news : "If I were a
Turkey, as I am an American, I would gird up
my loins, take my thorax in my hand, and go
out against the enemy to die or to perish in the
attempt.—Colby Echo.
If you dream of a ringed-tailed monkey chewing bar soap on the top of an obelisk, and scratching the small of his back with his left hind foot,
on which there is a blister of the eighth potentiality, and of two years standing, it means that
you will meet a cross-eyed girl the next time
you go hunting for raccoons in a reservoir.
"The boy stood by the stable door
And watched the pensive mule ;
A thoughtful attitude it wore,
An air supremely cool.
The boy approached its hinder end—
Let fall the pitying tears ;
He's gone to meet his brother, and
His age 'twas seven years."
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Now is the time to put weather strips on the
old man's gate so that it won't creak or slam.
It's getting warm enough to stand outside now.
Grease the front stoop with a hunk of pork.
This will give a block start, and you can get
round the corner, turn quickly, pass him as he
bolts down the street after you, and have an extra
half-hour with her while he's chasing some other
fellow who is running after a car.
Happy the maid whom fate ordains
To pass the evening with a swell !
What matter that he hath no brains,
Provided that he looketh well !
For what is sense compared to "dog,"
Or intellect to tone and style ?
Though he be heavy as a log,
If he's the fashion, we all smile.

ANACREONTIC.

I wish Achilles' wrath to sing;
I wish to herald Cadmus' glory;
But, lo! my lyre's reluctant string
Will only thrill to Love's sweet story.
I change the string, retune the lyre,
The feats of Hercules relating ;
But still the stubborn chords conspire,
The joys of Love reiterating.
Henceforth, ye heroes all, farewell !
For you no more my harp unwilling
Shall bid its glowing numbers swell—
For Love alone shall claim its thrilling.
Soft strains entrancing,
Winged feet glancing,
Youth and grace dancing,
Ne'er scene so fair.

One day as Horace was walking down Via
Sacra, he dropp e d into a saloon to get a glass of
beer ; one of the bummers accosted him with the
following conundrum : "Flacus," said he, pointing to a lazy dog, that was following Horace,
"why is your dog like a sheet of paper ?" "Give
it up," said Q. H. F. "Because it is a slow pup."
Further demonstration showed the analogy. A
sheet of paper is an ink-lined plane, and an inclined plane is a slope up. Whereupon Horace
set'em up.—Ex.

Lovely eyes beaming,
Soft-hued lights gleaming,
Waltzing and dreaming,
Banishing care.

Those who have read everything are thought
to understand everything too ; but it is not always so. Reading furnishes the mind only with
materials of knowledge ; it is thinking that makes
what we read ours. We are of the ruminating
kind, and it is not enough that we cram ourselves
with a great load of collections ; unless we chew
them over again, they will not give us strength
and nourishment. —Locke.

Soft laughter welling,
Rippling and swelling,
Merry thoughts telling.
Words light and gay.

The sad fate of a mathematical student is told
touchingly in the following lines :
Years hence the watchman, prowling 'round,
Saw, almost buried in the ground,
A skeleton, and near it found
A Calculus.
The doctors said 'twas heart disease,
And you may call it what you please,
But I, who have my own ideas,
Say Calculus.

Airily gliding,
Manly forms guiding.
Fair ones confiding,
Rosy and bright.
Scene ever shifting,
Fairy shapes drifting,
Soft fragrance lifting,
Charm and delight.

Moments swift flying,
Ling'ring and sighing,
Loth to be dying,
Perish away.

DITSON

Co., who are always doing such
things, have just published, for Spring singing,
"The Redbreast," a song for faithful lovers, by
Levy. Also, "Fairy Dell," which is a fine Duet,
by Abt. Also, a peculiar Hungarian Song, entitled, "Meha," by Victor Capoul. Then there
is "Forget-me-not," a charming piano piece, by
Spindler; a "Polka Militaire," for the soldiers, by
Behr, and a jolly "Galop" called "Nancy Lee
Galop," for everybody. These are but a few of
many publications but give a "taste" of the whole.
&
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PERSONAL.
[This department was established principally for the purpose of keeping track of our alumni, and we ask them to remember us. Let us hear how you prosper, and send us news
of any of our old students you may happen to meet. We are
always glad to hear from you.]

'70. J. T. Spencer is in Dakota City, Neb.
'69. A. B. Force is District Attorney of Erie
county, Pa.
'74. George I. Wright, first honor man of '74,
was in town a week or so ago, and visited some
of the boys.
Lieut. R. G. Heiner, who left college in 1861
to join the army, is with the regulars at Fort
Randall, Dakota Territory.
'73. Colonel J. M. Williams honored the college with a visit about two weeks ago. He towered above every professor and student •in the
college.
'73. Otis F. Hoffman is practicing law at Warren, Pa. He has obtained an excellent reputation
as a lawyer.
A. N. Craft, a former student of the college,
made us a visit during the month. He in one
of the most prominent ministers of Oil City.
E. B. Wilson, who has been teaching in Kingsville, 0., for the last two years, will reenter college next fall. and graduate with the class of '79.

J. M. Landon, who left college in '75, was in
town a few days since. He was on his way to
West Virginia where he intends to go into the
oil business.
'69. J. 0. Parmlee is practicing law in Erie,
in partnership with A. B. Force. The firm has
an enviable reputation as well read and successful lawyers.
'74. Wm. C. Beebe has been appointed missionary to the Indians in the far West. He goes
under the auspices of the Presbyterian Home
Missionary Society.
'56. 0. S. Long sends an encouraging letter
to the CAMPUS, and proves his sincerity by enclosing a dollar. Why should not 199 others of
our alumni do likewise ?
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'75. M. C. Bailey, of Sandy Lake, Pa., who
has been attending the Western Theological Seminary for the last three years, finished his course
in that institution and graduated on the 4th of
last month.
'74. B. L. Milliken sends his dollar from Philadelphia, with a "Please continue sending the
CAMPUS until further notice." He has been attending medical lectures in that city since last
September.
'76. Miss Austa Densmore, who has been
teaching in the Staunton Female Seminary, Virginia, since her graduation, was called home to
attend the funeral of her sister, who died suddenly about the middle of last month.
Messrs. H. L. Campbell and J. W. Moore are
chosen by the Pi Chapter of Phi Gamma Delta
Fraternity to maintain its interest in the convention which meets next fall at Indianapolis, Ind.

ALL AROUND THE CAMPUS.
Helloh !
"Go up bald head."
"Oft' in the stilly night."
Drill is now held on the Diamond.
About twenty-five new students this session.
"Ye Sophs, and Preps. I am with you once
again."
When he gets in a hurry, he looks like a dog
swimming a mill pond.
The class in surveying numbers about 43.
Field practice will soon begin.
Did you get wet when you fell in ? Did the
log roll ? Did the girls laugh ?
The present corps of editors have to appear
but once more, "thank Providence."
Prof. says "If you do wear your hair short you
had better wear it as long as you can."
"The rain has past and gone" and the voice of
the Prep. and Frog is heard in the land. "Selah."
The present Senior class has only three
preachers, nearly all the rest think of taking law.
One of our Sophs is angry with the Seniors
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and says that they ought to be thankful that they
have a "h—l" to go to.
Our ladies are doing first-rate. Perhaps their
proximity to our reporter's office has something
to do with their conduct.
As we saw her mount a horse we thought we
would get a local, but as she didn't fall off we
can only make "honorable mention."
The Belfry is a cool place on a warm day. We
saw several up there the other day and by the
motions we think they were having some sort of
services.
Several of the boys attend court while it is in
session during the day, others court at night, and
still others on Sunday, and we have those who
do all three.
Prof. Reid says that the Senior who don't use
the "Spencerian system" is improving in "shorthand" but his "long-hand is a shabby affair" and
"behold it is I."
Some boys wear very short hair,
And some wear none at all,
Perhaps a rig in shape of a wig
Would not be thought "so small."
He dreamed that some one wanted to see him
and when he awoke he was standing out in the
the cold hall in his—clothes that wouldn't do to
wear to Chapel.
Messrs. L. L. Davis and W. W. Shilling have
been chosen to represent the Alpha Chapter, at
the Delta Tau Delta Convention which meets
this year at Akron, Ohio.
We promised our brother Senior not to tell of
his building a raft and falling in the creek, when
out at a little picnic, several days ago. And we
wont say anything about it.
The Sophs. and Preps. played a game of "base
ball," in which the Preps. whipped. The Sophs.
came home foot-sore, stiff and "bored," and immediately took in their sign.
A Prep. desires to know how often a gentleman should call on his lady ? Dear Preppy--we
know nothing about such affairs. We will refer
you to the Sophomores for that.

The Major knows how to teach International Law, but we fear that if he were to load an
ordinary cannon as heavy in proportion to the
lessons he gives, the "blamed" thing Would
"bust."
Hark ! hark ! hark ! the tramp is marching,
Cheer up matrons they'll come,
And beneath the old wood-shed
They will eat your extra bread,
But if you ask them to do anything,
Confound them they'll skip out.
A Prep. has a pocket in which he can carry
118 articles as was verified to us recently. The
cargo consisted of everything from a "plug of
tobacco" to a tooth pick. He has one advantage,
he can carry his flitting in his pocket when he
moves.
We have now had two good lectures this session already. The first was on "Cardinal Autonelli." The second on "Books, their Uses and
Abuse." A full chapel lent inspiration to each
speaker. We hope that there will be more lectures in the future than there have been, now that
the work has begun.
A sort of a draw bridge has been laid across
the ravine between the buildings. A Prep. remarked that "when it would rain the bridge
would be taken up so that it would not get wet,"
and sure enough when they saw the clouds gathering they put it in the pond.
The man or child who whitewashed the blackboard and some of the chairs, perhaps thought it
was smart. But as it was not an original trick,
and being of an extremely mean nature all sensible folks will say that it was very small and
flat, and displayed no talent.
Some one is evidently profound. We picked
the folloWing up off the street, and wish the
writer success in out Webstering Webster.
"Not possessing the requisite information, I cannot therefore presume to speak with that degree
of accuracy for which I am so preeminently
noted." When we read it it made us—"Ugh."
They left him to hold their horse while they
took tea. The horse didn't like to stand and he
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didn't like to stand, too. So the horse and he
started simultaneously and had a drive. When
they came out from tea and found the horse
warm and him cool they were "mad." But we
didn't go quite close enough to hear what they
said.
We were each one obliged to look upon our
own minuteness when Col. Williams came among
us. He is 6 feet 6 inches tall, weighs 240
pounds, well proportioned, straight as an arrow,
with a mind according to his body. One man
remarked as he saw him passing down street :
"My life, that man ought to be president of the
United States." He has promised the Faculty
$1,000 as soon as they graduate another as large
a man.
About 12 or a dozen boys should have gone to
Doctor Hyde the other morning and said, "Is it
I ?" " Is it I ?" when he gave the graphic description of the "practical man." He says: "He
comes to Chapel ; he don't smoke nor hasn't been
to the barber's lately," (that let several out) -"he
recites about three bells and devotes the other
two to fun ; after dinner he either goes to drill or
to see the others drill ; after drill he goes to the
postoffice ; there he lounges around till the
academy is out so that he may make himself
agreeable and useful. After supper he goes down
town again for exercise ; comes back and devotes
the remainder of the evening to visiting the
boys." "Now the question is when does he
study ?"
The trustees of the Episcopal Church will perhaps consider the following resolutions, viz :
Resolved, 1st, That five Allegheny female students are too many to sit in one seat, at one and
the same time.
Resolved, 2d, That while our doors are open
to all, and students are welcome, we would prefer the less corpulent to worship with us.
Resolved, 3d, That we order an imperishable
pew, for their accommodation.
Resolved, 4tk, That the commissary of their
home be instructed to feed them less with the
good things of this life.
Resolved, 5tk, That a copy of these resolutions
be published in the May No. of the CAMPUS.
X
Y Committee.

Our Poet isn't dead yet; by hard work and
intrigue we managed to "hook" the following
from a lady's International Law :
"This is the funiest state of affairs,
That ever a fellow saw.
What in thunder has a girl to do
With International Law.
She'll never get a mission
Nor ride in a palace car,
As Minister Plenipotentiary,
From America to the Czar.
She'll never make a treaty
Or be called upon to decide
If an Irishman kills a nigger
The value of his hide.
Ah no ! the waves of interest
That sweep the ship of state
Are only for American boys
To settle in debate.
And to repeat the former question
As the jay bird said to the daw,
What the dickens has a girl to do
With International Law.

EXCHANGES.
In addition to the below noticed exchanges
we have received the following: The Simpsoni an, New England Journal of Education; Vi date,
Dickinsoni an, Oestrus, Denison Collegian, Rochester Campus, B esom, Trinity Tablet, Dartmouth
Christian Union, Ariel.
The Chautauqua Assembly Herald is now published as a monthly, edited by Rev. T. L. Flood.
It contains much matter interesting to those who
are going to Chautauqua next summer, and
much as well that is instructing to those who
are not going.

Monthly Musings is an unpretentious little
sheet with the modest motto, "Maiden Meditations, Fancy Free." It is published at Richmond, Va. It is well printed and has a neat appearance. Two "illustrated" articles on page
6 of April No. give the paper a very "picturebook" look.
We have received the High School Ecko, organ of the Corry High School Literary Society.
It is published semi-monthly and will probably
be instrumental in advancing the interest which
it advocates. It is a, neat little sheet, live and
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spicy. Its illustrations are of a high order and
much care is shown in its make-up. Ye editors,
don't be too pains taking.
Oh ! when will Freshmen change from green
To some more brilliant hue?
Oh ! when will Sophomores cease to tell
Professors what to do?
Oh! when will Juniors quit the girls,
And act like little men ?
Oh! when will Seniors all agree
On class elections? When?
—Rochester Campus.
In the last Chronicle many things are chronicled.
A "Maiden Laments," and the "Times are
Changed." A senior becomes poetic and exclaims :
"My dear Sally Crockett
Your eyes like a rocket
Taketh a start,
Shoots through my vest pocket
And 0 ! what a shock it
Gives to my heart !"
The University Magazine talks about "College
Friends," at least that is the title of the article.
Much more is said concerning the comparative
merits of the different college courses, and whether
indeed there are benefits from any of them, than
is said regarding college friends. The writer
seems to carry the idea that college is about the
only place where true friendship can be found.
There is some truth in it, but he may find that
time and circumstance change even our friends,
and that in a few years these best friends will not
be among those who were his college chums.
An editorial on "Modern Hazing" very sensibly concludes as follows, speaking of discouraging the practice, it says: "This may be done
by awakening a general interest in college
sports, so that students may be brought together
outside of the class room, and may not grow selfish and morose by too constant application to
their own personal affairs, but that class spirit
and university spirit may be increased, and that
mutual interest and sympathy may be developed
among us all."
Our Exchange Editor is not, as last month,
to be seen with umbrella and valise in hand,
making fpr the depot, but he would be as well

pleased to take part in such a performance, as to
go through the pile of rubbish (excuse us College Journals) which lies before him. He can
say this unmal:ciously, for he well knows that his
own paper forms a part of the rubbish of some
other exchange man's sanctum. We wouldn't
undertake to presume how things could exist
without the college journal. But we do know
that if such were the case we would not be
obliged every month to abuse somebody, nor
have somebody abuse us.
The Critic tells us about "Hawthorne's Scarlet
Letter," "The Present War," "German Peasant
Simplicity," and best of all the following original "Ode to Spring :"
"Spring, sprang, beautiful sprung,
The wild winged warblers are wanging a wung,
The soft south breezes are brazing a broze,
That thaws up the ice with remarkable thows,
0 ! bitterest time of all moments of tome,
I'll rhyme thee a rhymelet in tenderest rhome,
And tell thee how oft in my longings I've
lung
To welcome thy coming, 0 beautiful sprung."
The News Letter is as full of meat as is proverbially ascribed to the egg. Some of it is
juicy and sweet, some a little tough, but none of
it stale. Some beautiful thoughts are quite well
expressed in the poem, called "The Harvester's
Thought," viz:
"Oh, had I genius to inspire
The soul with thoughts that lift men higher;
If I could use
The pen that traces lines of beauty,
Speaking of truth and earnest duty,
I'd not abuse
The God-given power; but would lift
A glad voice thankful for the gift,
In glorious song;
And, with words of truth and learning
Souls of men to virtue turning,
Help right the wrong."
Will all delinquent subscribers please to settle
at once ? We need the money—Fact !
A complete set of Vol. II will be mailed to
any address for seventy-five cents.
For sale—one Singer sewing machine—entirely new, price $3o. Address P. 0. box 1,535,
Meadville, Pa.
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BUSINESS CARDS.
91 H. KNIGHT, C. E.,
T •

Architect and Surveyor,

RICHMOND BLOCK, CHE,S'TNUT ST., MEADVILLE, PA.
Designs and Estimates made for every description of Building
and Work. Surveys made and plotted. Drawings for Patents
prepared.
JOHN B. COMPTON,

Attorney and Counsellor at Law.
OFFICE—FIRST DOOR NORTH OF CRAWFORD HOTEL,
MEAD VILLE, PENN'A.
tf Special attention given to collections. Remittances
promptly made.

DUB S ART GALLERY
9

)

DELAMATER & CO.,

BANKERS,
CORNER WATER dc CHESTNUT STS., MEAD VILLE, PA.

rid

STILL THE FAVORITE!

M. McFARLAND,

ATTORNEY AT LAW,
155 FOURTH AVENUE, - - - PITTSBURGH, PA.
WALLACE MARTIN.

J. P. COULTER
COULTER & MARTIN,

Attorneys at Law,
PENN'A.

PARKER CITY,

A
Our experience in the art extends over a period of TWENTY
TWO YEARS, and from past success we flatter ourselves better able to produce art work of real merit than ever. Our

W. MAXWELL, D. D. S.,
DENTAL ROOMS IN DELAMATER BLOCK.

PEOPLE'S SAVINGS BANK.
MEAD VILLE, PENNM.
J. H. LENHART, Cashier.
J. L. BEATTY, President.

I 0,

DR. G. ELLIOTT,

g

DENTIST,
NO. 248 CHESTNUT ST., - - - MEADVILLE, PA.

are the finest made in the city. All we ask is a trial to convince the most skeptical.
None but competent workers are employed, and our facilities
for doing good work are unequaled in this or any other city of
its size.

YRUS SEE, D. D. S.,
C
226 CHESTNUT ST., - - - - MEADVILLE, PA.
Office hours, 9 a. m. to 5 p. m. Sundays, 2 to 3 p. m.
JOSHUA DOUGLASS,

Attorney and Counsellor at Law.

OUR LAMBERTYPES,
or CARBON PICTURES, that will not fade, are just what are
needed to preserve the likeness of loved ones that soon will fade
away.
AND LAST, BUT BEST of all, we say to mothers that the
baby's picture can now be taken quicker than it could be struck
by lightning on a clear day.

OEFICE, REYNOLDS' BLOCK, NORTH OF COURT HO USE.
Practices in the several Courts of Crawford and adjoining
Counties, and in the United States District and Circuit Courts.

THE CRAWFORD JOURNAL
PRINTING OFFICE,
E. A. HEMPSTEAD & CO., Proprietors,

MEADVILLE, Pa.,
Has better facilities for doing Fine Book and Job

"SUFFER LITTLE CHILDREN TO COME."
• Rooms second door East of Delamater Block, over the People's Savings Bank.

Printing than any establishment in Western
Pennsylvania, outside of Pittsburgh.
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GILBERT & CO.,

Photographers,

Get the Standard.
"The best
. . It ought to be in every Library, also in
every Academy and in ever i School."—Hon. Charles Sumner.
"The Best existing English Lexicon."—London Atherneum.

Cist(111CDEIF)3

(OPPOSITE POST OFFICE,)

Make Students' Pictures as Cheap
AS ANY OTHER ESTABLISHMENT IN THE CITY,

THOIANDIqw.

—And a-

A large, handsome volume of 1854 pages, containing consid-

Grrea,t Deal ]3etter.
s

erably more than 100,000 Words in its Vocabulary, with the correct Pronunciation,
Definition and Etymology.

fi.t e aw ge rk, ii tn. 33.,or ouui;voawn tn a t oi)1. uv sn i n e8s5s oaut t fiwth fee
r .p eNo
rNs hrsi s Ihcf.

FULLY ILLUSTRATED AND UNABRI,)GED. LIBRA-

either sex can make great pay all the time they work,
write for particulars to H HALLET & Co, Portland, Me.

RY SHEEP, MARBLED EDGES. $10.00.

"WORCESTER"

II

can make money faster at work for us than at anything else.
Capital not requiried; we will start you. $12 a day at home
made by the industrious. Men, women; boys and girls
wanted everywhere to work for us. Now is the time. Costly
outfit and terms free. Address TRUE & Co., Augusta, Maine.

B

business you can engage in. $5 to $20 per day made
by any worker of either sex, right in their own localities. Particulars and samples worth 85 free.
Improve your spare time at this business. Address
STINSON & Co., Portland, Maine.

CALLENDER & CO.,

E•Ei-u, el-GISTS

is now regarded as the STANDARD AUTHORITY, and is so
recommended by Bryant, Longfellow, Whittier, Sumner,
Holmes, Everett, Mann, Quincy. Felton, Hilliard, and the majority of our most distinguished scholars, and is, besides, recognized as authority by the Departments of our National Governmen t.
"The volumes before us show a vast amount of dilligence ; but
with Webster it is dilligence in combitation with fancifulness.
With Worces!er, in combination with good sense and judgment.
WORCESTER'S is the soberer and safer book, and may be pronounced the best existing English lexicon."—London Athcenurn.
"The best English writers and the most particular American
writers use WORCESTER as their authority."—N. Y. Herald.
• After our recent strike we made the change to WORCESTER
as our authority in spelling, chiefly to bring ourselves into conformity with the accepted usage, as well as to gratify the desire
of most of our staff, including such gentlemen as Bayard Taylor,
Mr. George W. Smalley, and Mr. John R. C. Hassard."—Tribune,

THE COMPLETE SERIES OF

Worcester's Dictionaries.

ALWAYS KEEP THE LARGEST, CHOICEST, AND
CHEAPEST STOCK OF

Tooth Brus. hes, Nail Brushes, Hair
Brushes, Cloth Brushes, Shoe
Brushes, Soaps and
Perfumes.
SE'ZINIG, IS

iitmLx,E,Nrxrick..,

939, Water Street.

The Excelsior Teachers' Agency.
The promptest, safest, cheapest, most extensive and efficient
in this country. An old and successful agency, now enlarged
and improved, under a new name. A branch office in nearly
every State. School authorities desiring teachers, and teachers desiring positions, should address with stamp, (Rev.) S. W.
Applegate, General (Mee, Fenton, Mich.

QUARTO DICTIONARY. Profusely Illustrated, Library
sheep. $10.00.
UNIVERSAL AND CRITICAL DICTIONARY. 8vo. Library sheep. $4.25.
ACADEMIC DICTIONARY. Illustrated. Crown 8vo. Half
roan. $2.00.
COMPREHENSIVE DICTIONARY. Illustrated. 12mo. Half
roan. $1.75.

SCHOOL (Elementary) DICTIONARY. Illustrated. 12mo.
Half roan. $1.00.
PRIMARY DICTIONARY. Illustrated. 16mo. Half roan;
60 cents.

POCKET DICTIONARY. Illustrated. 24mo. Cloth, 63 cents,
roan, flexible, 85 cents ; roan, tucks, gilt edges, $1.00.
Many special aids to students, in addition to a very full pronouncing and defining vocabulary, make the above named
books, in the opinion of our most distinguished scholars, the
most complete as well as the cheapest Dictionaries of our language.
***For sale by all Booksellers, or will be sent, carriage free,
en receipt of price by

J. B. LIPPINCOTT & CO ,
Publishers, Booksellers and Stationers,
715 and 717 Market St., PHILADELPHIA.

